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'He who controls the past, controls the future. He who controls the present, controls the past.'

Orwell. 1984.On Nine-Eleven 9 A.D., three Roman legions are annihilated by an alliance of

Germanic tribes; the Romans would never again attempt to expand east of the Rhine River. What if

the Romans won?On Nine-Eleven 1973, a military coup in Chile, engineered by the United States,

topples the elected President and brings Pinochet to power. What if the coup fails?On Nine-Eleven

1857, 120 emigrants are slaughtered by Mormons in the Mountain Meadows Massacre in Utah.

What if it was worse than that?One Nine-Eleven 1776, Benjamin Franklin and John Adams sit down

with British Admiral Howe on Staten to discuss a possible peace settlement. What if they

succeed?On Nine-Eleven 2011, while the world is focused on the United States, the largest plane in

the world is carrying the largest nuclear weapon ever made across Russia; but disappears. Who

took it? Where is it?And then there is the most mysterious mission of all, where a Time Patrol agent

must go into the Patrolâ€™s own recent history to insure it even exists.The Time Patrol must send

an agent back to each day, with just 24 hours for each to defeat the Shadow's plan to disrupt our

time-line, creating a time tsunami and wiping our present out.
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Another great book by Bob Mayer. He certainly knows how to get your attention and fast. The thing I

like about the Time Patrol Series is that it is action packed and makes you think about the story so

you don't miss anything. This book tells the story of September 11 in a number of periods of time. It

mentions 9-11-2001 but that segment of the story takes place on the other side of the world with

brief mentions of the occurrence in the United States. Great job Bob!

I worried about this book before it came out. I was worried it had reached a point where it would bog

down with the weight of the past books. But I worried for nothing. If you read only one series of

books this should be that seriers. The characters are so well written you find yourself invested in

how they do or what happens to them. It's hard to go into details here without spoilers. But we see

Scout progress and get to know Lara better while still trying to understand her. These characters are

growing with each book and the stakes are higher with each chapter. Yeah I was worried and I still

have unanswered questions. But I didn't need to be worried and as time passes the answers will

come.For those of you who want to know more on this series check out The Briefing Room. [...]

While 9/11 is the "Pearl Harbor" of our generation, it was amazing to find out all of the other events

that occurred on the latest date "that will live in infamy." Thank you Mr Mayer for again making us

think outside the box!

My wife met Bob at a romance writers conference. Then she said for months, "You should read Bob

Mayer. You'll like him. He always has a freebie or two. He's active on social media. And he's

prolific." But I was always like ugh I don't like Sci Fi. You met this dude at a romance writers

conference, how can he write what I like?" And other dumb things. Fast forward to now. I probably

read a dozen, maybe more, of Bob's books this summer. He quickly became one of my favorite

writers to the point where I'm trying to go through his entire catalog. I loved Nine Eleven and even

spaced it out over two days, an honor I typically reserve only for the likes of Child, Crais, and

Hunter. Bob is as good as those guys and he publishes much more frequently. My advice is to get

on board asap. Buy this book. Buy all his books. Although he'll give you several for free throughout

the course of the year if you keep up with his website. I received my copy of Nine Eleven free in

exchange for this review, even though I will gladly pay every time.
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